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Wcissman I’. I<. (Jet Propulsion I.aboratory, 4800 oak Grove Ilrivc, Mail-stop 183-601, Pasadena,
CA 91109 USA, pwcissman@issac. span. nasa.gov)
A thermal model for short-period comets has been dcvclopcd, based on tllc comet nucleus mode]
of Wcissman and Kicffcr (Icarus 47, 302, 198 I ). AS an example, tllc model is applied to periodic
Comet Kopff, and estimates the surface tcmpcraturc distl ibution and sublimation rate on a rotating
icy sphere in heliocentric orbit. Assumed parameters for Comet Kopff arc: nucleus radius = 4 km,
surface albcdo =- 0.04, surface density = 0.5 g cm-~, rotation period = 10 hours, and surface thermal
-2
inertia = 0.003 cal cm s-in K-’. Comparing the model results with observed gas production rates
from Kopff in 1983, it is found that -1 5% of the sunlit nucleus surface is active, a relatively high
fraction for a typical short-period comet. “l’his suggests that the actual nucleus radius may be larger
than the model value, The slope of the observed gas p~oduction curve with heliocentric distance
is stccpcr than that predicted by the thermal model. ‘1’his may indicate the existence of a more
complex process than direct sublimation of surface ices, or may bc a result of the orientation of the
Kopff rotation axis, which is currently unknown,
If onc assumes a nucleus obliquity near zero, then the resulting estimated sublimation rates pm- and
post-perihelion arc remarkably symmetric, suggesting that any observed asymmetries are the result
of the distribution of active areas on the nucleus surface of Comet Kopff. On the other hand, if
large obliquitics arc assumed, then prc- and post-perihelion gas production rates can vary
accordingly. However, the greatest variation in gas production rate for high obliquitics comes at
large heliocentric distances, beyond 2.5 ALJ. Variations by orders of magnitude arc possible. ‘l’his
is because the energy going into sublimation at large distances is comparable to the surface heat
flow and rcradiation terms. Nearer to perihelion virtually all energy goes into sublimation and
nucleus orientation becomes a less significant factor. All examJ>lc of the prcdictcd gas production
versus hCliOCClltriC for comet Kopff is shown bc]ow.
[nodcl results have important implications for the upcoming Rosetta mission, since they
demonstrate that short-period comets may exhibit greater than cxpcctcd activity at relatively large
solar distances, depending on nucleus obliquity and other currently unknown quantities for the
proposed Rosetta targets. l’his work was supported by the NASA Planetary Geology and
6cGphysics Program.
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Figure 1 .
production versus heliocentric
distance for an icy sphere in
the orbit of cornet Kopff,
assuming 1 50/0 of the surface
area being active and an
obliquity of 90°. ‘1’hc model
prediction is compared with
observations of ~] ] production
from comc( Kopff in 1983.
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